the techniques used for image-based building extraction. These collections and surveys suggest a common understanding that
Introduction
Recent successfully launched satellites (Ikonos, EROS, Quickmultiple data sources and external knowledge or models about the buildings are needed to reach an automated solution. ReBird) provide high resolution (around 1 meter or better) images that can be used for the extraction of geospatial features for topported methodologies include, only naming a few as representative, the use of additional information, such as topographic ographic mapping applications (Petrie, 2001) . Both the potential and methodology for this objective have been studied over maps (Haala, 1999; Fö rstner and Pluemer, 1997) , laser ranging or elevation data collected from lidar or stereo pairs (Baillard the last two years. Li et al. (2000) and Muller et al. (2001) used simulated Ikonos imagery to investigate the obtainable accuand Maitre, 1999; Hofmann, 2001; Kim and Muller, 2001; Weidner and Fö rstner, 1995) , multispectral and hyperspectral racy from precision photogrammetric processing. Dial (2000) reported on the investigation on the potential of Ikonos images images (Haala, 1999; Huertas et al., 1999; Huertas et al., 2000; McKeown et al., 1999) , as well as various building models and conclude that the accuracy requirement for large scale (1:4,800) topographic maps can be met with Ikonos images. Bal-(Braun et al., 1995; Fö rstner and Pluemer, 1997; Fö rstner, 1999) . This paper is focused on automated building extraction tsavias et al. (2001a) present a comprehensive evaluation of the radiometric and geometric property and accuracy of the standguided by classification results using both multispectral and panchromatic Ikonos images. The approach developed consists ard Ikonos product. Fraser et al. (2001; 2002) used different forms of geometric transformations to further rectify the standof the following steps. First, a supervised classification is undertaken for the four-band multispectral Ikonos images with ard Ikonos image product and attempt to reach a sub-meter accuracy. used 13 panchromatic and multispecfocus on building detection. After the classification results are vectorized, the location and extent of the building objects are tral Ikonos Geo-product images over seven study sites to study the error propagation in the bundle adjustment and ortho-rectiused to define a working window over the corresponding panchromatic image for precision delineation and extraction. In fication process. It was found that a 2-to 4-meter accuracy in the ortho-rectified Ikonos image can be achieved if a proper order to avoid the difficulty in determining the threshold for In order to quantitatively assess the classification perfor-
• Region: About 5800 by 3600 square meters
• Preprocessing from Space Imaging, Inc.: Standard Geometrically mance, Table 2 presents the confusion matrix (Mather, 1999, Corrected (GEO) with the ECHO classifier. The number of pixels assigned to each class through classification is listed in the corresponding cell. The objective of the classification was to obtain approximate locations and shapes of potential buildings based on their Ideally, the confusion matrix should be a diagonal matrix with all its off-diagonal elements being equal to zero. Any non-zero offspectral characteristics in the Ikonos multispectral images. Keeping this in mind, the classification process was designed diagonal element indicates the existence of misclassification. As is shown in Table 2 , the misclassification occurs primarily and carried out with the primary concern in capturing buildings. First, the classification process was focused on the urban between only two subclasses, Roof Gray and Road Gray, with classification accuracies of 77.3 percent (248/321) and 90.7 percent portion of the multispectral image where buildings were concentrated, whereas other geographic features such as water, (976/1076), respectively. These are the two lowest accuracies of the 13 feature classes. For almost all other classes, the misclassifisand, and vegetation were less emphasized. Second, special attention was given to roof and road material classes in terms cation rates are zero. The overall (average) training class accuracy achieved by the ECHO classification is 96.5 percent. of defining subclasses and selecting an adequate number of training samples, because our experience has shown that these A visual evaluation of Plate 2 is also helpful for assessing the classification results. Comparing Plate 2a with Plate 2b two classes often have higher confusion rates than other classes in the classification results. Table 1 lists the feature classes, reveals that the classification process correctly separated the classes of trees, grass, buildings, and roads with high accuracy, subclasses, and number of training pixels selected for the classification. Third, instead of using the ordinary maximum-likeas indicated in Table 2 . As for the primary interest, the majority of building pixels (greater than 90 percent) were correctly lihood classifier that takes into account only the spectral properties of the geographic features, our classification uses identified and they corresponded to the general building shapes on the ground. However, a visual check of Plate 2b also the ECHO (Extraction and Classification of Homogeneous Objects) (Kettig and Landgrebe, 1976) classifier, which incorsuggests that a large number of non-building pixels were incorrectly labeled as buildings (false positive/alarm errors). Most porates spectral as well as spatial variations into the classification. While a pixel classifier assigns each individual pixel to of these pixels were road pixels and form a lot of small, irregular speckles scattered over the entire image. Some of them appear one of the classes, ECHO first segments the image into groups of statistically similar, contiguous pixels (i.e., region growing). A in the vicinity of buildings and severely change the building shapes. All this makes it impossible for the building class to be maximum-likelihood classifier is then used to assign a single directly used without further processing. The task in the subsespeckles caused by misclassification and eliminated from further processing. In our study, a threshold for building polygon quent steps is essentially to screen out the non-building pixels and refine the correctly identified buildings.
areas was set as 50 square meters on the ground, or 1.75 by 1.75 pixels on the multispectral image. Most of the small speckle in Plate 2 can then be eliminated from further processing.
Building Extraction
The objective of building extraction is to obtain accurate building boundaries using the roof class resulting from the above classifiBuilding Segmentation The task of this step is to determine the building boundary. It is cation process. As shown in Figure 1 , this task consists of several steps, which will be described in the following subsections.
performed in the panchromatic image guided by the building polygons obtained from the classification results. The extent of the building polygons is first used to define the working win-
Cleaning of Classification Results
The roof class is first converted to vector form so that each dow for segmentation. Instead of using a conventional binary image segmentation approach, e.g., Otsu's method (Otsu, potential building will then be represented as a polygon object. The areas are then calculated for each building polygon. Build-1976) , we propose to use an unsupervised classification to segment the (panchromatic) image into several (greater than two) ing polygons below a given area threshold are regarded as Highlighted areas show pixels misclassified as roof (lower left) and road (upper right) given by these different parameters, especially the specification of more than two output classes, helps to separate buildings from multiple non-building backgrounds and results in satisfactory segmentation results. This approach is especially beneficial in low contrast areas where building and background have similar gray values. Figure 1 presents the building delineation results. As is shown, both classification and segmentation can yield equally fairly good results for high contrast buildings (upper figure), whereas the segmentation results (thick line) are more accurate than the classification results (thin line) for low contrast images (bottom figure).
Building Squaring
Building squaring is used to refine and shape the building delineation results from the segmentation. In this study, the building model of rectilinear boundaries is used, namely, the buildings are composed of straight lines that meet at 90-degree angles. This simple building model applies for almost all the buildings in the test area as shown in Plate 1a (overview) and in Figures 1 and 2 and Plate 3a (zoomed-in). The task in this Figure 1 . Building polygons obtained from classification step is therefore to detect the straight building boundaries and (thin) and segmentation (thick) for high contrast (a) and low enforce the right-angle condition on them, i.e., to square the contrast (b) areas. The classification was done using ECHO building corners. As shown in Figure 1a , in situations where and the segmentation was done using ISODATA.
good contrast between building and background exists, the building boundaries obtained from both image classification and segmentation can yield fairly good straight lines. In the majority of cases, however, delineations based on image segclasses. In this way, multiple gray values in the working winmentation result in very irregular building boundaries as dow can then be taken into account and the difficulty in shown in Figure 1b ; even segmentation can not greatly determining the segmentation threshold is avoided. After the improve the classification results. image is segmented into several (usually three to five) classes, Several methods exist that generate straight edges from the the segmented polygon that has the maximum area of intersecirregular boundaries (Ray and Ray, 1992; Costa and Cesar, 2001 , tion with the building polygon obtained from the classification Chapter 5). These are primarily polygon filtering methods that will be selected as the building delineation result from the panseek to eliminate redundant boundary points based on dischromatic image.
tance and/or area thresholds. The polygon is reduced to its The unsupervised classification approach to segmentation most dominant points depending on threshold settings, used in this study is the ISODATA algorithm (Mather, 1999, resulting in a few straight edges that approximate the original Chapter 8). It allows for the specification of the minimum and polygon. Although these methods produce desirable refinemaximum number of output classes, maximum number of iterments, they do not enforce a "square" building model. To ations, class merge distance (in gray values), maximum number enforce the "squaring" criterion, a procedure is developed in of classes that can be merged in a single iteration, minimum this study based on the Hough transformation described, e.g., number of pixels necessary to form a class, and percentage of pixels which can change classes each iteration. The flexibility in Gonzalez and Woods (1993, pp. 432-438) .
define the 2D building contour. The result is a building outline composed entirely of orthogonal edges. Figure 2 illustrates the process of building squaring using the Hough transformation. Sample results are shown in Plate 3a, where both manual (red) and automated (yellow) extraction results are shown. Plate 3b presents all the manually delineated (red) and automatically extracted (yellow) buildings over a 1-by 1-km assessment area. The performance of the automated extraction approach will be evaluated in the next section.
Quality Control and Assessment
To independently and comprehensively assess the overall performance of the entire building extraction procedure, a 1-kilometer square area within the working area was selected for the evaluation (shown by the upper-left box in Plate 1a). Within that area, 112 buildings were manually found and delineated. This manual delineation served as the reference with which to compare the automatic extraction results. The quality of the automatic process was evaluated for the two consecutive steps-classification and segmentation followed by squaring. To do so, quality measures first needed to be defined. We used manually delineated buildings as a reference The procedure developed for building squaring uses the Using these four categories, the following statistical meascontour points derived from image segmentation as input.
ures are computed to evaluate the performance of the autoWhile these boundaries tend to be irregular, it is reasonable to mated building extraction process (McKeown et al., 1999) : assume that a number of those boundary points actually lie, within a certain threshold, on the straight edges formed by the building walls. In our approach, the first step is to determine Branching Factor: FP TP the major orientation of the building by finding the dominant line from the boundary points. The dominant line is defined as Miss Factor: FN TP the straight line composed of the greatest number of points and is determined by counting the number of points returned by the Hough transformation. Next, all lines parallel and perpendicuBuilding Detection Percentage: 100 и TP (TP ϩ FN ) lar to the dominant line are obtained. Because the Hough space is discrete, lines with orientation closest to being orthogonal or parallel are chosen, respectively. At this point, a high density Quality Percentage: 100 и TP (TP ϩ FP ϩ FN ) of parallel and perpendicular lines is possible. To eliminate some of the redundant lines, a minimum building side length is defined, forcing a minimum spacing between the lines. The
The interpretation of the above calculation is as follows. The branching factor indicates the rate of incorrectly labeled parallel and perpendicular lines are sorted in descending order by the "strength" (number of points on the line). The building pixels (FP), while the miss factor gives the rate of missed building pixels (FN ). These two factors are represented strongest line (the dominant line) is retained, and then each parallel line in order of descending strength is tested and with respect to the correctly identified building pixels (TP). They describe the two types of potential mistakes (FP and FN ) retained only if it is outside the minimum spacing of a line that has already passed the test. In this way the lines are thinned but that may occur in the automatic process. The building detection percentage, where the denominator (TP ϩ FN ) stands for with a bias toward retaining the strongest lines. The procedure is repeated for the set of perpendicular lines. After this step, the the total number of true building pixels, indicates the percentage of building pixels correctly labeled by the automatic procremaining lines will form a grid that aligns with the walls of the building. The grid forms a set of rectangular cells. In the ess. The quality percentage, where the denominator stands for the sum of the total number of true building pixels (TP ϩ FN ) third step, each cell is overlaid upon the binary image (from segmentation) and the percentage of "white" building pixels and the number of wrongly labeled building pixels (FP), describes how likely a building pixel produced by the autowithin each cell is computed. A cell is retained if it contains a specified percentage (40 percent) or more of white pixels. The matic approach is true, and is the most stringent measure of the overall results of the four statistics. final delineation is obtained by tracing the boundary of the retained cells. The tracing step retains only the corner points of
The objective of the quality control is to reduce the two types of possible errors (FP and FN ) in the automatic process. the building, i.e., the minimum set of points necessary to classification polygon undergoes a consistency check with the classification polygon (on the multispectral image). When either the areas or the locations of the classification and segmentation polygons are too dissimilar, the segmented results are considered unlikely to be correct and are dropped. Two tests were conducted in this process: (1) the common (intersection) area of the two polygons is larger than 10 percent of the area of the classification polygon, and (2) the common (intersection) area of the two polygons is larger than 40 percent of the area of the segmentation polygon. If either test fails, the segmentation and classification polygons are regarded as inconsistent and the segmentation polygon will be discarded. This test is continued for each segmentation polygon within the working window. The segmentation polygon that passes the above two tests and has the maximum overlap with the classification polygon will be retained as a building polygon for squaring process. The third quality control is to eliminate small speckle polygons produced in the classification. In our study, the area threshold was set up as about 7 by 7 square meters on the ground. Our experience shows that the entire quality control process can significantly reduce the false positive error or branching factor (a) from 1.96 to 0.39 (see Table 3 ).
The segmentation and squaring procedure, as expected, can refine the initial building shapes obtained from the classification. As shown in Figure 3a , although buildings may only be partially (about 40 percent) captured in the classification step, the segmentation and squaring step can still successfully delineate the entire building. The results are satisfactory. However, misclassification in the supervised classification step can result in insufficient information for building segmentation. As is shown in Figure 3b , only small disconnected speckles for a large building were correctly labeled. This does not provide sufficient information for the subsequent segmentation and squaring step to "pull in" the building image for refinement. As a result of this, the three buildings were missed in the final extraction as shown in Figure 3b . Table 3 shows the four overall quality measures calculated, respectively, for the classification results and the final segmentation/squaring results. The branching factor and missing factor columns, respectively, give the rates of FP and FN errors in the classification and segmentation steps. A few observations can be made on this. First, as is shown in this table, both error rates cannot reach minimum at the same time. Reducing the branching factor (from 1.96 to 0.39) is at the cost of boosting the miss factor (from 0.38 to 0.56). This is because true building speckles will also be eliminated when the quality control process removes speckles that are too small either to be buildings or (b) to successfully guide the segmentation and squaring process to Plate 3. (a) A close-up sample of building squaring results extract the entire building. Figure 3b is an example of this sce-(red: manual delineation; yellow: automatic extraction). (b) nario where true building speckles are not informative enough Buildings in the 1-by 1-km area used for the performance to guide the segmentation. Given the fact that small building assessment. Automatically delineated buildings (yellow speckles do not help in the final complete building extraction, line) for this area are compared against the 112 manually they are sacrificed to obtain a much better false positive detecdelineated buildings outlined here with red lines. For a tion rate (the branching factor from 1.96 to 0.39). Otherwise, a clearer visualization, polygons with less than 100 total pixels tedious manual interaction will be needed to edit the results are not displayed.
where most extracted polygon objects are not buildings, which apparently will make such an automatic process practically useless. Second, the miss factor in classification (0.38) dominates the miss factor of the entire automatic process. As shown in Figure 3 , although many buildings that are partly detected First, the more training sites selected, the fewer errors will occur, however, at the cost of more manual and interactive in the classification process can afterwards be completely extracted in the segmentation and squaring process, many buildoperations. In our study, the selection of training sites is made realistic. As is shown in Table 1 , a total of 5921 pixels were ings will still be missed due to the limitation of image quality and the limited multispectral bands of the Ikonos images. The selected as training sites, which is about 0.5 percent of the entire image. This balances the amount of manual training and lower right corners of Plates 3a and 3b show a few buildings (red lines) that are completely omitted as a consequence of the the expected representative property of the selected training sites. The second quality control is implemented in the segclassification step. Therefore, a reliable classification is a prerequisite to lead to a successful building extraction process. mentation process. Every segmentation polygon (on the panchromatic image) within the working window defined by the Third, the detection rate indicates that 64.4 percent of the buildings in the image were successfully extracted by the autoused building classes generated from a supervised classificamated approach. Missed buildings were mainly caused by the tion to drive the automatic building extraction from Ikonos high miss factor (0.38) in the classification step as shown in imagery. Successful results depend largely on the supervised Table 3 . A comparison of the manual and automated results in classification to capture a comprehensive and reasonably good Plate 3a also supports this observation. It should be noted that set of building roofs. This can be achieved by focusing the clasidentification difficulty was encountered in the manual delinsification on the urban area, carefully selecting roof material eation as well because of the limit of image resolution and the subclasses, and picking an adequate number of training samlack of ground truth knowledge for the test area. As can be seen ples. Despite this effort, observable misclassification still exisin Plate 3a, this may cause buildings, especially small ones, to ted between building and road classes due to the limited be mistakenly missed or included in the manual delineation number of bands of the Ikonos imagery. The use of ISODATA for results. This will in turn boost the false positive and false negabuilding segmentation avoids the difficulty in determining the tive errors in the automatic process. segmentation threshold. The consistency check between the In addition to the above quantitative assessment, a visual classification-and segmentation-derived potential building inspection was also conducted to evaluate the automatic polygons can greatly reduce the false postive errors and allow approach. Several observations can be made based on Plates 3a for a reliable selection for candidate buidlings to be squared in and 3b. First, building edges delineated from manual and autothe following step. The Hough transformation-based building matic approaches coincided very well. For almost all buildings, squaring approach can effectively determine the dominant orithe offsets between corresponding edges were about one (1) entation of a building and extract perpendicular and parallel pixel (1 meter on the ground). Second, a few larger offsets or diflines to form the building contour. This study demonstrates the ferences were observed at building corners because of the occluefficiency of the proposed approach. Satisfactory building sion of trees or tree shadows, which often cause unrealistically results with a 64.4 percent detection rate at about one pixel asymmetric building contours. Third, it should be noted that the edge aligment accuracy were obtained in the tested urban area. low contrast and shadows caused difficulty for manual building Difficulties still remain and need further efforts. The most delineation as well. A comparison with the automatic results critical problem caused by roof and road misclassification is indicates that the manual approach also yielded some unrealisthe large number of false positives, which in turn degrades the tic building shapes, such as non-parallel, non-perpendicular, or overall performance of the entire process. Studies are needed asymmetric building edges. This is solely limited by the resoluto effectively reduce this misclassification based on semantic tion and quality that the Ikonos image can provide.
and geometric properties of roads and buildings. Occlusions from trees and other objects mistakenly lead to the delineation
Conclusions
of extraneous building contours as well as omission of real This study follows the experience gained in the past, that multibuilding contours. The property of building symmetry needs to ple data souces should be exploited to reach a reliable automatic solution to building extraction from digital imagery. We be introduced to trim extraneous areas and reconstruct omitted
